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a film by Maria Roxo and Renata Ferraz

synopsis

Rua dos Anjos
83’, color, Portugal, 2020

Rua dos Anjos (working title) is a film built upon the encounter and joint

Maria Roxo

filmic creation of two women. In it, they share and witness personal

filmmaking | protagonist | camera | editing | script | direct sound |
assistant to production

stories while exchanging certain techniques of their respective crafts:
sex work and filmmaking. In this scenario, both simultaneously become
filmmakers and characters.

Renata Ferraz
filmmaking | protagonist | camera | editing | script | direct sound | production

Samara Azevedo
assistant to filmmakers | camera | lights | direct sound | extra |
assistant to production

Filipe Ruffato
assistant to filmmakers | camera | lights | direct sound | extra | production

Susana de Sousa Dias
script consultant | editing consultant

Flávio Almeida
foley | lights | color correction | extra

André Neto
sound mixing and restauration

Mário Espada
editing

Fernanda Gurgel
assistant to editing | color correction

Brick Fields
original soundtrack: Take my time, 2015

José Barahona
archives: Estive em Lisboa e lembrei de você, 2015

Kintop
production

Refinaria filmes
* All quotes in red are from Maria Roxo.
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“A prostitute is an actress… a prostitute is an actress. In fact, I think the prostitute is the best actress in the world.“

note of intentions by Renata Ferraz
Rua dos Anjos (working title) is my first feature-length film, as well as

Therefore, I needed not only to find a sex worker, but that she would also

Maria’s.

be willing to exchange experiences and take responsibility for sharing in
the creation of the film, directing it alongside me. This proved to be an

In 2014, after having been an actress for twenty years and a filmmaker

arduous task that took two years and that found a new perspective of

for only three, I performed in the feature Estive em Lisboa e lembrei de

continuity in support groups for sex workers and the homeless. Maria

Você, by the portuguese director José Barahona. The character I played

Roxo, a redheaded woman with long, dyed hair, wearing jeans, lace

was named Sheila, and worked in strip clubs and brothels. To aid in the

gloves and stockings and holding a heavy diary in her hands, immediately

process of constructing this character, I read the book Alugo o meu

attracted my attention.

corpo, by Paula Lee. With an autobiographical narrative, based on the
presentation of the techniques of sex work, the book describes in great

Maria would say that she was certain that one day her life would make

detail the start of her career, the inexperienced phase, the relationship

a movie, and so she always had with her a document, a diary telling

with her clients. Reading Paula Lee made me reflect on how actresses

part of her story. When I met Maria, my hopes for the project were

oftentimes romanticize the representation of sex workers and strippers,

revived. Maria, a strong and tender woman, intelligent and brave, who

rarely connecting with the actual reality of such trades and with those

was willing to face the challenge of letting herself be documented, while

who base their livelihood on them. Great figures from literature, theater

simultaneously documenting me, and shaping the form the film took.

and cinema continue to contribute to this embellished character of the
Maria passed away at the start of the editing process, which added a new

prostitute.

layer of meaning to the film. Therefore, Maria’s words cannot be read in
This observation awakened within me the desire for the conception of

this note of intentions. However, the reminiscing of our long conversations

Rua dos Anjos (working title). I wished to make a film that had, as its

throughout one year about the possible narrative developments for the

inaugural topic, the exchange of some techniques between two crafts

film, have accompanied me since and finally led me here.

considered as belonging to domains not apparently compatible with one
Rua dos Anjos (working title) stores, therefore, the promise of opening a

another: sex work and filmmaking.

space for reflection and fruition of a type of filmmaking, which is based
The first step in this endeavour consisted in the search for Paula Lee’s

on a shared creation between the observer and the observed.

whereabouts. After a year and a half of ceaseless and frustrated searching,
I was forced to give up on having her as a protagonist in the film. But this
first lost battle served as a new beginning. The more I would hear from
people working in cinema that the film was unreasonable and doomed
to fail, the more I would gather strength, determination and coherence
to move forward with it. I needed to find a character for the film, but
not only that. Considering the subject matter based on the exchange of
knowledge between a sex worker and a filmmaker, it became imperative
that this premise set out from a process of creation shared between
who’s filming and who lets themselves be filmed.
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“Our imagination ends where we want it to.“

biographies
Maria Roxo was born in Lourenço Marques (today’s Maputo), Mozambique.
From a young age, she enjoyed playing outside with the children of her
father’s employees. Later, she got into medical school. On account of
political acts of defiance, spurred by the classes taught by influential
protest musician Zeca Afonso, she was sent to the colonial battlefront as
punishment, to serve as a nurse. There, she encountered morphine and
through it, a way to escape the violence of her reality. After the Carnation
Revolution she arrived in Lisbon. In order to keep up with the addiction
she inherited from war, she became a sex worker for more than 20 years.
Her years of training in classical ballet made her into an adept stripper.
In strip clubs, she escorted and received the stories of all the men that
passed through. As a street worker, she was reminded of the horrors
of war. She never felt like she belonged in Portugal. She dreamt of one
day returning to Mozambique. Maria always knew her life would make a
movie. She began filming it in 2016, when she met Renata Ferraz.
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biographies
Renata Ferraz was born in São Paulo, Brazil. In the middle of the
megalopolis’ chaos she majored in scenic arts (UNESP) and worked
as an actress for 20 years. She was a part of theatre research groups
and also performed with nationally and internationally renowned
theatre directors. The violence suffered both in her home town and her
profession, as well as her passion for moving images led her to escape
to Lisbon. She began with creations in video art and afterwards, fictional
shorts. She considers the processes pertaining to film construction a
space for experimentation and investigation. In Lisbon, she also attained
a master’s degree in Multimedia – Audiovisual (FBAUL) and a doctorate
in Performative Arts and Moving Images (Ulisboa). From theatre, she
inherited a taste for collective creation. She decided to make a film based
on a shared filmmaking process with someone who did not belong to the
world of cinema or other arts. She knew this project would cease to exist
in ideas alone, when she met Maria Roxo.
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filmographies
Maria Roxo
Rua dos Anjos (working title), 85’, unpublished, Portugal/Brazil
Directed with Renata Ferraz
Renata Ferraz
Rua dos Anjos (working title), 85’, unpublished, Portugal/Brazil
Directed with Maria Roxo
Corpos Palimpsésticos-Mnemónicos, 9’, 2020, Portugal
Directed with Flávio Almeida
Corpos Palimpsésticos, 20’, 2020, Portugal
Directed with Flávio Almeida
Ádito, 14’, 2017, Brazil
Directed with Rubiane Maia
Evo, 15’, 2015, Brazil
Directed with Rubiane Maia
Another Place, 4’, 2013, United Kingdom, Portugal
Based on the homonymous work by Antony Gormley
Corpo sem órgãos, 9’, 2012, Portugal
Based on the performance In, by Valentina Parraviccini
Regras, 4’, 2013, Brazil/Portugal
Herói Trágico, 3’, 2014, Portugal
EU - european union, 4’, 2012, Portugal
Based on Dani d’Émilia’s She-Bull persona
Permuta, 2’, 2009, Brazil
With the collaboration of Marcos Gorgatti
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“I spend all day filming and when I watch it, all that’s left is a tiny little snippet […] it’s unfair.“

a film shared by

filiperuffatofernandagurgelflavioalmeidamariaroxomarioespadarenataferrazsamaraazevedosusanadesousadias

contact
Kintop (production)
Av. Duque de Loulé 22-4, 1050-090 Lisboa
Tel: +351 963154917
E-mail: kintop.prod@gmail.com
Web: www.kintop.pt
Facebook: facebook.com/kintopfilmes/
Renata Ferraz (production and direction)
Whatsapp: +351 910861000
E-mail: renataferraz.info@gmail.com
Refinaria filmes (co-production)
Carolina Dias
Whatsapp: +55 21 99985-7164
E-mail: refinaria@refinariafilmes.com.br
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